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OpenFlow is the brainchild of university researchers who wanted a way to experiment with new
network protocols on large production networks, and first emerged from the lab to overcome
networking challenges posed by running enormous big data processing clusters in the public cloud.
The next order of business will be solving the problems posed by large-scale virtualization and
multitenancy in public and private clouds.
OpenFlow is still emerging, the functionality is currently limited, and it will take more time before the
goals are even clearly defined. The consortium behind OpenFlow, the Open Networking Foundation,
is less than a year old, but it counts the likes of Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Cisco Systems,
Juniper Networks, Hewlett-Packard, Citrix Systems, Dell, IBM, NEC, and VMware as members. All
these companies are betting on software-defined networking to make provisioning and managing
networks in tomorrow's data centers and clouds as flexible and dynamic as managing virtual
machines in today's virtualization clusters. --Doug Dineley
1. Private cloud orchestration
The old method of dedicating infrastructure and admins to individual projects is killing us, resulting in
underutilized capacity, high administrative overhead, and drawn-out project cycles. One solution is to
pool compute, storage, and network resources in a private cloud -- and move IT toward more agile
and efficient shared architectures.
With a private cloud, IT managers can borrow technologies and architectures pioneered by public
cloud providers and apply them to their own data center. These clouds tend to have many moving
parts, including virtualization management, metering and chargeback systems, automated
configuration, and self-service provisioning.
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Currently, these technologies tend to be spread across various products and solutions. But one in
particular has gained surprising momentum over the past year. It's an open source project known
as OpenStack, which offers a core set of cloud orchestration services: virtual machine management,
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object storage, and image services.
Billing itself as a "cloud operating system," OpenStack was initially developed by Rackspace and
NASA, but plans to spin off the project as a separate foundation were detailed last month. It now
claims over 138 participating companies, including AMD, Cisco, Citrix, Dell, F5, HP, Intel, NEC, and a
gaggle of cloud startups. According to OpenStack, identity and self-service layers will be included in
the next release in 2012. In addition, several vendors are vying to offer commercialized versions of
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OpenStack, from Citrix (with its Project Olympus) to startup vendors Internap, Nebula, and Piston
Cloud Computing.
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The best-known OpenStack competitor is Eucalyptus, which is basically a private cloud
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implementation of Amazon Web Services. The Amazon interoperability runs deep, because the
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Eucalyptus stack includes a layer that mimics Amazon's API. You can move workloads from Amazon
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EC2 to Eucalyptus, as long as you don't stumble over a few subtle differences between the two.
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Eucalyptus also comes in an open source version.
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Packages of private cloud tools are appearing at all layers of the stack. Puppet, to take a leading
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example, is a configuration management framework designed to automate almost any repeatable
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task in the data center. Puppet can create fresh installs and monitor existing nodes; push out system
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images, as well as update and reconfigure them; and restart your services -- all unattended. Puppet
Labs, the developer of Puppet, partners with both Eucalyptus and OpenStack.
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It's easy to be cynical about any cluster of technology to which the term "cloud" is applied. But no one
questions the benefits of large-scale virtualization or other schemes, such as network convergence,
that pool resources for greater economies of scale. These paradigm changes demand new ways of
working -- and the emerging collection of cloud orchestration software supplies the means. --Eric
Knorr
This article, "InfoWorld's top 10 emerging enterprise technologies," was originally published at
InfoWorld.com. Follow the latest developments in business technology news and get a digest
of the key stories each day in the InfoWorld Daily newsletter. For the latest business technology
news, follow InfoWorld on Twitter.
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WHITE PAPER
Handling Security via the Cloud
Few readers need to be told that the Internet is a dangerous place. Anyone in
the IT field is aware that viruses, spam, and malicious Web sites exist.
Knowledge of these attacks and vulnerabilities was the domain of specialized
security gurus just a few years ago. But the need to understand computer
security has spread beyond the domain of specialists. Today, even IT end
users need to be aware of threats and countermeasures to some degree.
Read now »
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Security Threat Report 2011
Let this new 2011 Security Threat Report be your weapon in the battle against
malware. It describes the significant threats of 2010, what to watch for in 2011,
and more importantly, what you need to do to get ahead of them.
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WHITE PAPER
Sanity Check Your Disaster Recovery Plan
Focusing on the plan instead of the disaster helps to ensure you can survive
challenges you never considered. This business continuity planning guide
offers a checklist to help IT analyze threats, appoint a crisis management
team, and develop a dynamic plan. Use it to simplify planning and adjust
according to your business needs.
Read now »

WHITE PAPER
Converged Communications: People and Applications in
Synch
Most small and midsize organizations find implementing unified
communications a daunting task, between lack of in-house expertise and
complex integration issues, it's easy to back burner this project. Utilizing
consultants with the experience to affordably and seamlessly migrate your
infrastructure to Microsoft Exchange 2010, Lync and SharePoint can be the
path to taking communications to the next level.
Read now »
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